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Launch of “3 Skin Colors for ZENTREE” – Accessory 

The multi-color enhancement add-on for the award winning ZENTREE USB Charging Station 
 

 
 
HONG KONG, 13 December 2016 
 
GELID Solutions unveils the latest enhancement add-on for the multi award winner ZENTREE USB 
Charging Station.  
 
The ZENTREE Silicone Skin is made by non-toxic soft silicone rubber. It protects mobile devices from 
bumps and scratches and it also prevents slip-off. The ZENTREE Silicone Skin comes in 3 beautiful 
colors: 
  

- White 
- Light Gray 
- Light Pink 

 
“The 3 different Silicone Skin colors enhance the new feel and look of your ZENTREE. You can easily 
swap with other color according to your preference,” said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID 
Solutions Ltd.    
 
The ZENTREE Silicone Skin is available now and has a MSRP of USD 14.99 or Euro 14.99. 
 
ZENTREE USB Charging Station 
The ZENTREE is a revolutionary USB charging station which features carefully designed top surface with a soft 
silicone rubber 3-dimensional pin array to dock multiple mobile devices of varying size and type: Apple™ and 
Android™ phones and tablets, smart watches, portable power banks, Bluetooth™ headsets, e-readers, action 
cameras and even bike lights. The ZENTREE is fully compatible to the latest USB charging standards. It provides 
4 USB power ports with per-port charging current output of 2.4A max and total power output of 48W max. The 
ZENTREE also integrates a Smart IC chip which automatically negotiates the best charging current and prevents 
over-charging after battery’s 100% charged. 

 
 
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.  
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com 
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About GELID Solutions Ltd 
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and 
manufactures thermal solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, other computer hardware for gamers and 
silent enthusiasts and USB charger. www.gelidsolutions.com  
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